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“Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord.” 
 
In retrospect, that’s what I should have titled this message: “Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord.” 
First of all, it would have been less blatantly obvious what I was going to talk about, and second, it’s 
probably more theologically sound to quote Paul than to parody Shakespeare. But, since I’ve already 
given it away, yes, I’m going to be talking about clapping—applause. 
 
In a recent sermon, Catherine addressed the topic of applause in worship. It is a topic that she and I have 
discussed many times over the past few years, and one I have talked about with every pastor in every 
congregation that I have served. As one on the “other side” of the equation—the one receiving the 
applause—I thought I would offer my perspective. This started out as a newsletter article, but I was 
having trouble condensing everything I wanted to say onto a half page. Then after rereading the lectionary 
texts for today and seeing a connection between what I wanted to say and Scripture, it was like SERMON 
ALERT, SERMON ALERT. So thank you to Catherine and the Session for allowing me to preach today. 
 
In her sermon, what I heard as Catherine’s main point was that applause is our culture’s method of 
responding to entertainment, and worship is not entertainment. I agree. Applause is, indeed, the way we 
show performers our approval (or disapproval!). For some performers, applause is an important part of 
performing, as can be heard in these quotes: 
 
One from Jerry Lewis:  “I need the applause.” 
And the other from actor Kelsey Grammer: “I like audiences and performing and, you know…applause!” 
 
While there is nothing wrong with liking to receive applause, it is a very seductive thing. I’m hoping that 
everyone here has been on the receiving end of applause at least once in their lives, so you know that it 
feels good. In a concert setting, I love applause, too! According to concert pianist Emmanuel Ax, “All of 
us love applause, and so we should – it means that the listener likes us!” 
 
Desire for applause is not only a phenomenon of our modern, entertainment culture. William Cowper was 
a poet and hymn writer during the late eighteenth century. Three hymns in Glory to God were written by 
Cowper—and if you’re going to look them up, “Cowper” is spelled like cow-per: C-O-W-P-E-R. He 
wrote, “O, popular applause! what heart of man is proof against thy sweet, seducing charms?” It is easy, 
as a musician, to “get a big head” when constantly on the receiving end of “sweet, seducing” applause. 
It’s probably one of the factors behind those with an “artist’s temperament.” I’m sure you’ve known a few 
of those. The wisdom of the world tells us that praise and notoriety are goals to strive for; they give us 
power over others. If we’re not careful, our motivation can become more about the applause than about 
the art. Lin-Manuel Miranda, the writer of the hit Broadway musical Hamilton has said, “I like the quiet it 
takes to pursue an idea the way I pursued ‘Hamilton,’ but I couldn’t write a book, because there’s no 
applause at the end of writing a book.” But Paul says, “Has not God made foolish the wisdom of the 
world?” Miranda would probably reach millions more people through a book (especially since you could 
probably buy at least 25 books for the price of one partial-visibility ticket to Hamilton), but for him, it’s 
not about communicating a message, it’s about the applause. As a church musician, that is exactly the 
opposite of what I’m about: for me it’s all about communicating a message and not about the applause. 
 



One of the things I love best about my job is working with Catherine to find just the right hymns to 
reinforce the Scriptures and message of the day. (Side note: as a general rule, if you like a hymn, I picked 
it. If you don’t like a hymn … well, that’s all I’ll say!) And not only the hymns, but the choir anthems and 
instrumental pieces are all chosen with the goal of communicating the Gospel in a deeper way; to enhance 
the spoken word in a way that only music can. The foolishness of the world says it’s all about me. But the 
Bible says, “Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord.” Now I’m not painting myself as a saint. My goal 
is for my heart to be in the right place, for my motivation to be pure, but the Bible also says, “…all have 
sinned and fall short of the Glory of God.” 
 
As we strive to be humble servants as musicians, we are instructed by the words from the Old Testament 
reading for today from Micah, which ends: 
 
 He has told you, O mortal, what is good; 
    and what does the LORD require of you 
but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
    and to walk humbly with your God? 
 
The Gospel lesson—the Beatitudes—sheds light on this topic, as well. Jesus taught, saying: “Blessed are 
the…” and then fills in with words that describe the powerless, the lowly, the persecuted. The wisdom of 
the world tells us that “Blessed are the rich, for they shall be comfortable in life.” “Blessed are the 
powerful, for they shall control others.” “Blessed are the aggressive, for they shall get what they want.” 
But the Bible says, “But God chose what is foolish in the world to shame the wise; God chose what is 
weak in the world to shame the strong; God chose what is low and despised in the world … so that no 
one might boast in the presence of God.” It might be a bit presumptuous, but it wouldn’t be out of 
character to add to Jesus’ list, “Blessed are the humble, for they shall receive their applause in heaven.” 
 
I guess it’s a little hypocritical that I just spent all that time talking about humility from MY perspective 
as a musician. But applause is not only about the “performer”; it is also about the “audience.” This is 
supported nicely by a quote from Nobel Prize-winning chemist, John Charles Polanyi: “The applause is a 
celebration not only of the actors but also of the audience. It constitutes a shared moment of delight.”  
 
Now what could be wrong with a “shared moment of delight”?! 
 
People have often said things to me like, “It was so exciting, I just had to clap!” I’ve also heard things 
like, “We want to encourage the children.” Let me set a scene: The Handbell Choir is ringing during the 
offering. It’s a fast, rhythmic piece. As the end approaches, it builds and goes even a little faster. Bells are 
flying everywhere! Then everyone is furiously shaking their bells in a giant, sonorous chord…until… 
PLUNK! They all do that thing where they slam the bells into the table. After a few giggles, the 
congregation bursts into applause! (By the way, that table slamming thing is called martellato, after the 
Italian word for hammer. That’s your lesson for the day.) 
 
Scene two: The children’s choir is standing up on the steps. They look adorable. The piano starts playing. 
Some of their little faces are beaming; some look terrified! They take a big breath and their sweet voices 
begin. They energetically sing until the final, sustained note. Almost before they stop, the enthusiastic 
applause begins! 
 
And one final scene: The Adult Choir stands. As the piano begins, they look rather serious. The 
accompaniment has a soft, gentle flow. Their tone is beautiful as they sing a meaningful, reflective text. 
The last chord is perfectly in tune as they softly sustain it for longer than seems humanly possible. When 
they finish… silence. 
 



So why no applause? Were they not good enough to warrant applause? Was it too boring? [to choir:] 
That’s probably not the reason, so don’t worry, choir! [to congregation:] I would propose that the reason 
there is no applause in that case is that the music seemed like a prayer—like part of the service.  
Those of us who lead worship endeavor to make all the music a part of the service. We tried to emphasize 
this last week by having the children’s choir be part of the Gospel reading. After all, no one ever claps 
after the Scripture reading. Or after a prayer. Or after the sermon. Why is it that people only clap after 
music? 
 
Imagine if we clapped during sermons like they were State of the Union speeches. In fact, let’s not just 
imagine it, let’s try it! I’ve asked Catherine to do a little mock sermon. 
 
Catherine: 
One of the primary concerns of the Reformers was to restore the reading and the preaching of the 
Scriptures to a central place in the worship of the Christian Church. [applause1] 
Thus, "for the twelve thousand people of Geneva, there were fifteen services with sermon every week," 
[applause] distributed throughout the three parishes of Geneva. In the Reformation, "preaching occupied 
a position which it had not held since" the ancient Church. [applause] More and more, the reading and 
the preaching of Scripture in the worship of the Church receded into the background. Ceremonialism won 
the day, and preaching suffered greatly. So, the Reformers sought to restore biblical preaching 
[applause] after the example of the apostles and the ancient Church.  
 
Now didn’t that feel awkward? Please say yes, because I don’t want to get in trouble for starting 
something… 
 
Over the years, I have found there’s just something about kids and something about plunking bells that 
makes people want to clap. I don’t know what it is, but it’s happened everywhere I’ve worked. And there 
is nothing wrong with clapping. In fact, I think we need to overcome that “frozen chosen” label and 
revisit that hymn we sang before the sermon. 
 
[Sing chorus of Praise Ye the Lord  with clapping] 
 
So you see, I don’t have anything against clapping in worship. In fact, people have done all kinds of crazy 
things in worship for thousands of years: clapped, shouted, danced, banged on all kinds of instruments. 
Did you know that King David once danced down the street praising the Lord in his underwear? (I tried to 
get Bill to demonstrate, but he declined…) But when clapping becomes applause, it’s different—for all 
the reasons I went through at the beginning. “Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord.” 
 
I have now run the risk that none of you will ever say a nice thing to me again because you want to help 
me remain humble, but whoa….we don’t need to get carried away, here. So am I admonishing you to sit 
quietly, hands folded in your laps? Am I encouraging you to be the frozen chosen? Am I banning all 
applause in worship? No! But is there another way we can express our joy, our delight in God’s gift of 
music? (I’m not suggesting the underwear thing…)  
 
A way that doesn’t mirror society’s method of rewarding entertainers?  
A way that helps remind us that music is a part of worship, and we are offering it to God?  
A way that keeps us humble?  
 
I hope you’re not waiting for some profound suggestion, because I don’t have the answer to that question. 
I encourage you to think about it and let me know what ideas you have, always keeping in mind: 
“Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord.” 
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 Jeffrey held up an “applause” sign to signal the applause. 


